Transverse dipoles added to DNA chains by drug binding can induce inversion of the long-range chirality of DNA condensates.
The addition of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) to a DNA solution induces phase separation of droplets of condensed DNA. These droplets possess liquid crystalline properties and their ordering is cholesteric. It was recently proved that daunomycin, by binding to DNA chains, inverts the long-range chirality of their tertiary packing into aggregates. The present paper suggests one possible mechanism by which this inversion can take place. Daunomycin bears a cationic group in its sugar residue. Its intercalation adds a helicoidal distribution of transverse dipoles to DNA chains. By this mechanism, in favourable cases, ionic or strongly polar groups in drugs which bind DNA can induce handedness inversion of the cholesteric ordering of its condensates. This inversion mechanism was tested experimentally using several, charged and uncharged, homologues of daunomycin. All those bearing the cationic ammonium group inverted the long-range chirality of the PEG-induced DNA mesomorphic state. The effects of the uncharged desamino homologues could not be evaluated because of their lower solubility and binding affinity for DNA.